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요 약
Generalization to varied environments remains a crucial yet challenging problem in reinforcement-learning-based naviga-

tion. We propose Object-Oriented Maze Environment, a reinforcement learning benchmark on 3D navigation. Unlike the
previous benchmarks, the proposed environment emphasizes the agent’s ability to differentiate between a variety of goal ob-
jects in visually complex environments, while boasting high speed, low resource consumption, and high customizability. The
results of an RL algorithm on varied settings of the proposed environment demonstrate high complexity of the environment,
posing an appropriate challenge for reinforcement learning researchers.

1 Introduction

A myriad of applications of artificial intelligence, including do-

mestic robots and autonomous vehicles, requires navigation as a

core skill. To address this, the deep reinforcement learning (RL)

approach has been rising in popularity [1, 2]. However, these

methods require profuse time and data for training —a huge barrier

for applying to physical agents in reality, such as robots. Not only

are the agents compelled to learn at real time, but also their physi-

cal bodies are both expensive and fragile. This make repeated ex-

periments in real settings quite cumbersome, providing the moti-

vation behind training in simulated environments [2, 3, 4].

Generalization to unseen environments is still a difficult chal-

lenge, and many prominent benchmark tasks and environments

have been developed to evaluate this skill. Diversity of rapid and

customizable 2D benchmarks have been proposed [5, 6]. To over-

come the limits of unrealistic 2D environments, many prominent

3D navigation tasks and environments [2, 3] strive to provide high-

quality simulation settings. Unfortunately, these environments re-

quire large amount of computing resources and time.

ViZDoom [4] is a benchmark based on the open-sourced distri-

bution of first-person shooting game Doom. Its main strength is the

low resource consumption and outstanding speed, comparable to

those of prominent 2D benchmarks. MazeExplorer [7] is a bench-

mark implemented on top of ViZDoom, designed to be easily cus-

tomizable. Its task is a 3D navigation task in which the agent needs

to search for the key objects in a randomly generated maze struc-

ture. The main flaw of MazeExplorer is that the task spawns only

그림 1: Example scenes of Object-Oriented Maze Environment,
with variety of objects, random background textures, and struc-
turally generated maze structures.

a single type of object. Under this setting, the agent cannot learn

to differentiate between multiple types of objects. The agent be-

comes unable to adapt to such real environments, where the agent

likely has to recognize and interact with or avoid a diversity of ob-

jects in the surrounding.

To address this flaw, we propose Object-Oriented Maze Envi-

ronment (OOME), an RL benchmark based on ViZDoom [4] and

MazeExplorer [7]. It combines the high speed and customizability

of 2D environments and the realism of 3D environments, as well

as encourages object-oriented navigation by requiring the agent to

differentiate between multiple objects. The experiments are con-

ducted to compare the baseline model’s performance on the origi-



nal MazeExplorer and multiple settings of OOME to demonstrate

the difficulty of the OOME settings.

2 Object-Oriented Maze Environment

2.1 Goal Differentiation Task

Our OOME modifies the MazeExplorer task such that there are

five different types of objects —rather than one type as in Maze-

Explorer —listed in Table 1. One object of each type is spawned

in the map, and only one of these objects, the target, gives reward

to the agent when reached. The target is randomly specified to the

agent at the beginning of every episode. Reaching a non-target ob-

ject penalizes the agent. Below list shows some of the customiz-

able traits of the environment and the task.

• Random or fixed object positions and appearances every

episode.

• Target object reward (+10 by default).

• Non-target object penalty (-1 by default).

• Maximum number of time steps until timeout (400 by de-

fault).

Object Type Appearance
Card RedCard, BlueCard

Armor RedArmor, GreenArmor
Bonus HealthBonus, ArmorBonus
Skull YellowSkull, BlueSkull, RedSkull
Gun Shotgun, Chaingun

표 1: List of object types and varying appearances for each object
type.

2.2 Boxes for Effective Placement of Objects

We empirically noticed that, under the setting where the objects

would be spawned randomly, multiple objects would often spawn

in the narrow corridor. In this case, navigating to the target object

at the back would require the additional skill of bypassing the ob-

ject at the front. This made the task more difficult than necessary.

In order to avoid such cases, we added an option to spawn objects

such that they are placed relatively far apart. The rectangular map

is divided into subregions (called “boxes”), in which only one ob-

ject spawns in each of the subregion.

그림 2: Overall scheme of OOME task. The environment
(OOME) provides instruction I and a stack of four frames of con-
secutive observations ot:t+3 to the policy π, which then selects the
action at+3:t+6 to be repeated for the next four frames.

2.3 Overall Scheme

Figure 2 shows the overall scheme of the running instance of

OOME task. At the start of every episode, a random object type

is selected as the target object. The target object is represented as

instruction I , which is the goal of the navigation task. At time t,

the observations during four consecutive frames are stacked into

a single input ot:t+3, along with the instruction I , to the action

policy π. The action policy then selects the action at+3, which is

repeated for next four frames within the OOME environment. The

episode ends either when the agent reaches one of the objects or

when the maximum number of time steps pass since the beginning

of the episode.

3 Experiments

To demonstrate how our proposed task becomes more compli-

cated, we conduct experiments on the mazes procedurally gen-

erated from MazeExplorer and various configurations of OOME,

shown below. The gated-LSTM model is trained with A3C algo-

rithm as designed in [2]. This model was previously shown to be

capable of utilizing the given instruction to generalize well to un-

seen environments with discrete actions [2]. Among the OOME

configurations, OOME0 is intended to be of the lowest complex-

ity, while the other two configurations randomizes one of the op-

tions in order to observe how each option influences the learning.

For each configuration, the model is trained in 30 mazes.

• ME: MazeExplorer, with random agent and object spawn po-

sitions every episode, one object type, and 200 background

textures to sample from.

• OOME0: OOME, with fixed player position, fixed object po-

sitions and appearances, five object types, and fixed back-

ground texture (sampled from a list of ten textures).



• OOME1: OOME0, with random object positions.

• OOME2: OOME0, with random background textures.

3.1 Results

Figure 3 shows the learning curves of the agent across the afore-

mentioned environments. The average performance is measured in

three of the training mazes —shown at the top of the figure —and

three of previously unseen mazes —shown at the bottom. It is ev-

ident that all the OOME settings are more difficult to learn than

even the simplest of the MazeExplorer setting. This shows that

having to differentiate between multiple objects is a significantly

more challenging task.

Randomizing the object position (OOME1) rendered the task

difficult to learn and generalize, compared to the simple OOME0

setting. The better performance of the agent on OOME2 setting

is unanticipated. This is perhaps because randomizing the texture

encouraged the agent to recognize the objects, rather than to mem-

orize the trajectory according the background textures. This led to

reduced overfitting and more stable learning.

그림 3: The success rate curves of gated LSTM model on training
(top) and testing (bottom) mazes.

4 Conclusion

We proposed the Object-Oriented Maze Environment, a new 3D

navigation benchmark that requires the agent to learn to differenti-

ate between multiple objects. While retaining high speed, low re-

source consumption, and high customizability of the base platform,

OOME adds to the complexity of the task. The results showed that

even the minimal OOME task is significantly more difficult than

the MazeExplorer task. In the future, we aim to research methods

that allow the agent to generalize well to the task.
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